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Abstract 

 

 

Voice interfaces are considered a more natural and effective means for people to 

interact with computer systems (Batish, 2018). However, whilst there has been a huge 

increase in Voice interfaces being created by technology providers, for example,  

Google (Kinsella, 2019), Amazon (About Amazon, 2018) and Facebook (Jee, 2019), 

there has been very little research done to determine if people actually do find voice 

interfaces easier to use (Piccolo, Mensio & Alani, 2019). Individual preferences in 

cognitive styles, such as Need for Cognition (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982), have not been 

taken into account. This research aimed to examine whether Need for Cognition 

influences individuals to find it easier to interact over a voice interface than a chatbot 

interface. Participants’ (N=51) Need for Cognition was measured before interacting 

with a voicebot and chatbot, and Customer Effort Score (Dixon, Freeman & Toman, 

2010) was measured immediately after those interactions.  The results showed no 

significant evidence of voicebots being considered easier to use. The findings are 

discussed in the context of user understanding and heuristics of voice interfaces, and 

suggestions for future research are made. 
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1. Introduction  

 

 

1.1. Conversational User Interfaces 

Speech technology is not new and has been experimented with since the eighteenth 

century. In 1791 for example, Von Kempelen produced an Acoustic-Mechanical 

Speech Machine that could produce sounds similar to human speech (Juang & 

Rabiner 2005), while in 1922, a speech recognition toy was manufactured called ‘Rex 

the Dog’, who came out of a kennel when called. Speech recognition, processing, and 

production has shown progressive improvement since the 1930’s with Bell 

Laboratories as a forerunner. Significant advances in recent years have been enabled 

by cloud computing and big data (Juang & Rabiner 2005). Google voice search 

launched in 2008 on iPhone, and there have been significant improvements since then. 

In 2011 there were 230 billion words in the vocabulary, in 2018 Google’s word 

accuracy is above the threshold for human accuracy (Meeker, 2018). 

 

Conversational User Interfaces (UI) are presenting new opportunities for individuals, 

as tasks are sped up and made easier by chatbots and voicebots (Batish, 2018). 

Conversational UI has evolved through the last 50 years, from purely textual 

interfaces with strict format, to free format queries that could, for example, be typed 

into a search engine. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) was a later evolution of the 

human-machine interface. This type of interface replicated ‘real-world’ features, such 

as clicking buttons to perform an action. Initially this activity was performed through 

a mediator such as a mouse and this has evolved to touchscreen interfaces. Landay 

(2018) emphasised that user experience has hardly changed since Apple introduced 

the Macintosh in 1984. Back then the user put their hand on a mouse, now they put 

two fingers onto a glass panel. Conversational UI represents the latest evolution of 

human-machine interface. This enables a two-sided conversation, where one person is 

interacting with an agent to perform a task or get a question answered. Voice 

interaction offers the potential for a significant leap forward in user experience. 

Conversational UI covers many types of systems, such as Chatbots, Voicebots and 

Typeform. Voice conversational UI is a subcategory of conversational UI. This means 

of communication enables us to communicate with machines using our most basic 
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communication tool, our voice, and takes the relationship between human and 

machine to a new level (Batish, 2018). 

 

1.2.The Rise of Voice Interfaces – why now? 

Within the last few years, voice has become a viable interaction mechanism (Kaye, 

Fischer, Hong, Bentley, Munteanu, Hiniker, Tsai and Ammari, 2018). Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), and in particular Natural Language Processing, has been developing 

at a rapid rate, with a 20% improvement in accuracy since 2013 (Meeker, 2017). The 

rise in compute power due to cloud computing and the increasing collection and usage 

of data to train machine learning models has made such increases possible. These 

developments in AI have enabled voice assistants to improve drastically to a point 

where by 2017 they could process human speech at 95% accuracy, approximately the 

threshold for human accuracy (Meeker, 2017) and in 2018 they could surpass human 

accuracy (Meeker, 2018).  In parallel with the technical improvements, the other 

aspect for the increasing adoption of voice interaction is the user perspective. For 

users, voice interaction can be considered a more natural way of communicating than 

typing text into a graphical user interface, and it can also be much quicker than typing 

(Kiseleva, Williams, Jiang, Hassan Awadallah, Crook, Zitouni, and Anastasakos, 

2016). Meeker (2018) reports that in parallel with natural language processing 

accuracy rising, Amazon’s voice interaction device, Echo, has hit exponential growth. 

Meeker has also referenced the growth in voice interfaces as part of consumer product 

research and ordering, showing that users are adopting voice interaction as the 

systems’ accuracy improves.  

 

There has been increasing interest in voice interface systems because they are 

a potentially more powerful and more natural means of communicating with machines 

than current graphical user interfaces (Nass & Brave, 2005). Some of the largest 

global technology companies, including Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple, 

Samsung, Facebook (Jee, 2019) and Baidu (Liao, 2019), are all expanding on the 

amount of services and integrations offered through their voice interfaces. It has been 

predicted that there will be eight billion voice assistants in use by 2023, based on 

annual growth of 25% from the 3.25 billion devices in use in 2019 (Kinsella, 2019). It 

is now even possible to have a voice interface in toilet, to control surround sound and 

ambient lighting! (Crook, 2019). 
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There has been huge marketing hype around voice interaction, with claims that it is 

going to “revolutionise consumer electronics” with the “most natural interface” (CES 

Conference 2018), and that there will be “a voice assistant in every corner of your 

house” (Chawla, 2018).  Behind the hyperbole there is evidence to say that voice is a 

significant and growing interface that people are choosing to use, with Google CEO 

Sundar Pichai announcing that 20% of all mobile searches are now done using voice 

(Welch, O’Kane & Statt, 2017). 

The Webby awards (webbyawards.com), a popular international award known 

as the Internet equivalent to the Oscars (Carr, 2005), has this year added awards 

categories for voice for the first time. This is in recognition of the explosion in 

services for voice enabled devices, leading to greater user experiences, productivity 

and entertainment (Webby Awards, 2019). 

 

 

1.3. Implications of Voice Affordances  

Voice Interfaces are proving popular in a number of areas. A study commissioned by 

Google (Huffman, 2014), found that 55% of teens and 41% of adults were using voice 

search more than once a day. Many were using voice to control their phone, for 

example to call someone or to dictate a text, and approximately two in five used voice 

search to get directions. 23% of adults used voice search whilst cooking, showing that 

with messy hands voice can be a useful means of accessing information. Overall the 

research showed that voice is not a future trend, but is functionality that is already 

commonly used. This will only increase, because as the accuracy of speech 

recognition continues to improve, more people will be drawn to voice search 

(Bentahar, 2017). Additionally, as voice affordances continue to increase, the rate of 

adoption will be led by private commercial companies developing and using such 

interfaces. From the company’s point of view, if a customer has an efficient 

experience with the company, this is likely to lead to greater loyalty, repeat purchases 

and advocacy (Dixon, Freeman & Toman, 2010). Whilst Lieberman (2019) proposes 

greater satisfaction with conversational interfaces, this is not supported with primary 

research. This research aims to address the outcome on experience when customers 

are using a specific type of conversational interface. 
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 As voice becomes an increasingly popular interface to systems and devices, it 

is important to understand how this interface differs to the traditional graphical UI and 

text interface. User experience research to date has focused predominantly on 

graphical UI and text input systems. As the type of interface chosen by users shifts 

more towards voice, it is necessary to understand how this will impact users’ feelings 

of satisfaction with the overall system (Kaye et al., 2018). Whilst it is an assumption 

that voice is a natural & effective (Batish, 2018) means of communication, there is a 

lack of research on whether people find it satisfying to communicate over voice. Kaye 

et al. (2018) state that whilst the technology companies are rapidly developing the 

new modality of voice, the HCI community ought to understand and enhance this, so 

that the user’s perspective is represented through this technological development. This 

study investigates the user experience of conversational interfaces and, in particular, 

examines if voice is as natural and easy to use as has been assumed. It also takes 

individual psychological aspects into consideration, comparing people’s experience of 

the interfaces across cognitive styles, all in the context of computer-mediated 

communication.  
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2. Literature Review  

 

 

2.1. Communication – Coordinated Management of Meaning 

Conversational Interfaces represent a new form of Computer-Mediated 

Communication. The Coordinated Management of Meaning (Cronen, Pearce and 

Harris, 1982) theory proposes that communication is guided by rules, with a hierarchy 

of meaning. Each level in the hierarchy is contextualised by the level above it, going 

right from the cultural context to the specific content of a communication. The rules 

are constitutive, defining what actions mean in a sociocultural context, and they are 

regulative, defining appropriate actions in an interaction, for example turn taking. 

These regulative rules are particularly relevant to conversational interfaces. Piccolo, 

Mensio & Alani (2019) note that the majority of the research on conversational 

interfaces has focused on the technical side of the systems rather than on the user 

experience. They note difficulties in users, especially first-time users, using the 

conversational interfaces, and this can lead to frustration and abandonment. In the 

framework of Coordinated Management of Meaning, users may not know the 

regulative rules when interacting with voice interfaces. 

 

 

2.2 Cognitive preferences - Need for Cognition 

In addition, users differ in the level of information processing that they like to engage 

in. Cacioppo and Petty (1982) define Need for Cognition (NFC) as an individual’s 

tendency to engage with information. People who are low in Need for Cognition do 

not like exerting mental effort, and tend to have a preference for using heuristics, 

which are cognitive shortcuts that trade-off accuracy for speed and ease of processing. 

For example, people low in Need for Cognition may trust more in the opinion of 

others, or the attractiveness of another person, rather than attending to the message the 

other person is communicating. Those high in Need for Cognition tend to actively 

seek out knowledge and engage with it, they enjoy facts and pay attention to the 

content of a message, rather than to the characteristics of the message sender.  

Mussel (2010) found that Need for Cognition is linked to epistemic curiosity, 

which leads to an attraction to tasks that are intellectually challenging. Therefore, a 
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person high in NFC may prefer a more difficult task, and not find a more natural 

interface easier to use, preferring instead to engage with a written text interaction. 

 

If people are performing a task through a conversational interface, they need to create 

meaning, to understand the context of the task and the system they are interacting 

with. This meaning requires constitutive rules, but how the rules are understood varies 

between individuals, both through their experience with conversational interfaces and 

through their preferred cognitive style in dealing with information.  

 

 

2.3 Complexity and Modality of Task  

This meaning that the person must create can vary according to the type of task the 

person is attempting. Lieberman (2019) categorises the types of customer desires into 

four types of task as ‘I want to:’ Know (discover, explore, research, learn), Go 

(transit, travel), Do (use, enjoy, get help, be fit), Buy (purchase, transact, exchange). 

In a commercial context, the customer is expecting a consistent experience with 

companies across channels and devices. The customer has a job or task they need to 

perform, and they want this done efficiently, conveniently and accurately. 

Whilst it is possible to achieve more complex tasks through voice, beyond a 

simple single query and response, this can require preservation of the context of the 

conversation, including user, situational and technical factors. It requires the system to 

maintain queries and to use these to feed into intent-determination for subsequent 

queries. This can reduce the cognitive load for the user but requires significant 

additional complexity for the system.  

 

Most people prefer to take in complex information visually (St. Louis, 2017), so a 

spoken response may be an unsatisfying experience for users. Cherubini, Anguera, 

Oliver, and De Oliveira (2009) caution against the assumption that speech is the 

optimal modality for inputting information to a system, in their case tagging pictures 

on a mobile phone. Participants expressed a preference for text-based tagging and 

retrieval, because of the precision of retrieval and due to privacy concerns. Spoken 

input was associated with background noise being encoded into the tags, this leading 

to inaccuracy with retrieval. This study was conducted in 2009, and the accuracy of 

speech recognition has improved dramatically since then, so the findings may be 
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changed accordingly. Although pictures were tagged more quickly using voice, there 

was difficulty remembering tags, perhaps because there was no visual feedback of the 

tag and because of the shorter time spent inputting the tag. So, whist voice interaction 

assisted the initial task, it led to frustration on the follow up task. 

 

Schaffer, Schleicher and Moller (2015) reviewed speech and graphical input to 

devices. They found that the modality that was preferred was the most efficient one. A 

multi-modal dialog system can be created, where a Voice UI (VUI) is added to an 

existing GUI. Whilst the VUI can reduce interaction steps, the inexperienced user 

may not realise what capabilities the system has. This can increase the cognitive load 

needed to perform the action over the VUI. The authors found that the VUI could not 

reliably be triggered solely with a voice command. The technology has improved 

rapidly since the study was conducted, and Voice recognition Systems now reliably 

respond to their ’wake words’, such as ’Ok Google’ or ’Alexa’. However, this 

conversation initiation through an arbitrary wake word needs to be learned and may 

break people’s understanding of conversational rules. Gonzalez and Gordon (2018) 

highlighted that there are different affordances when comparing speech-based systems 

with text-based systems, and that this changes the experience of the system user. To 

overcome the challenge, participants were shown an instruction as the first line of the 

system upon which this research is being performed. Furthermore, the tasks were 

simple to perform, so that results are not skewed by additional cognitive effort of 

knowing what affordances the system gives and how to interact with it. 

 

Schaffer, Schleicher and Moller (2015) developed a model for predicting which 

modality users would choose to interact with a system and this was based on the 

technical qualities of the system. However, they acknowledge that individuals can 

have different interaction strategies. Their focus was on the system quality rather than 

the user’s experience. This research aims to focus on the user’s experience by making 

the system work in an efficient manner over both modalities under review.  

 

 

2.4 Habitability Gap  
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Moore (2017) found that people’s actual usage of voice assistants was low. He 

proposed a habitability gap, a mismatch between human expectations and system 

capabilities. With a voice interface, it can be difficult to communicate system 

capabilities to a user, particularly in the absence of a GUI. Moore (2017) further 

proposes there could be a fundamental limit to the usefulness of human-computer 

spoken interaction, and that it may be only relevant to a limited number of user 

scenarios. One major change to regulative rules between voice and text interactions, is 

that for voice interaction the system waits for a silence, indicating the end of the 

utterance, before it processes the entire search query. Conversely, for text interactions 

the system can send asynchronous calls to the backend system while the user is 

typing. This ‘autocomplete’ functionality that can work while a user is typing then 

sends suggested questions or responses back to the user as they type. The information 

sent back is an attempt to guess the user’s intent, based on a combination of their own 

previous behaviour, or on common searches that others have performed. This acts as 

feedback to the user, giving them social proof of what others are doing, and for an 

ambiguous search this can be a persuasive factor (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004) to 

tailor the user’s search to what others have searched for. Voice search lacks this 

immediate feedback loop, and so the user gets no guidance on their query. Feedback 

is a key component of usability (Rogers, Sharp & Preece, 2011), and so with a voice 

interaction, the lack of feedback could lead to a reduction in user satisfaction. 

 

 

2.5 Measuring Individual Experience 

To understand whether Need for Cognition influences people’s experience of 

interacting with a conversational interface, it is necessary to measure that individual 

experience. Kocaballi, Laranjo, and Coiera (2018) note that whilst conversational 

interface usage is increasing, there is a lack of methods for evaluating the user 

experience with those interfaces. They outline three approaches; the measuring 

approach, the emphatic approach and the pragmatist approach. The emphatic 

approach tries to develop a rich understanding of user needs, desires and motivations. 

The pragmatic approach takes a holistic view of the user, their experience with other 

users, with technologies and with the environment. This research takes the 

measurement approach, using direct measurement of subjective reporting.  
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Further, Kelly (2009) highlights that a user is typically trying to achieve a 

specific goal or desire through an interaction. Fulfilling this with minimal effort will 

lead to satisfaction, however, having to repeatedly interact with the system because it 

didn’t provide the relevant information, will lead to frustration and effort. This shows 

that perception of effort is an important measure.  Customer Effort Score (Dixon, 

Freeman & Toman, 2010) is an appropriate measure for this, because it is a simple, 

quick and immediate and this makes it specific to the action just performed.  

 

 

2.6 Research Question and Hypotheses 

Given the rise in popularity of voice interfaces, this research aims to answer the 

question: 

“Will people find voice interfaces easier to use than traditional text interfaces, 

in particular regarding different cognitive styles such as Need for Cognition?”  

 

The problem this research addresses is that whilst there is huge investment going into 

voice interfaces especially on the technology side, there is a lack of research on the 

user side. There is an assumption that voice interfaces are more natural and easier to 

use, but this does not take Need for Cognition into account. 

The system developed on which to conduct this research is a simple 

conversational interface called Lex by Amazon Web Services (2019). This system 

developed for this research offers the ability to provide spoken input, or text input into 

a user interface, and returns the same back-end content through the chosen modality. 

Brooke (1996) proposes that measures of usability should cover the following three 

areas; Effectiveness – can users perform their desired tasks on the system? Efficiency 

– how well does the system perform? Satisfaction – what are the person’ subjective 

experiences of the system in use. With this Lex conversational interface, two of the 

three aspects of usability, namely effectiveness and efficiency of the system, are 

established and consistent, and the differences in CES score are likely to be down to 

the satisfaction dimension. 

 

• Hypothesis 1: that people with high Need for Cognition will find it easier to 

use a Chatbot rather than a Voicebot.  
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• Hypothesis 2: that people with low Need for Cognition will find it easier to 

use a Voicebot rather than a Chatbot.   
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3. Method 

 

3.1 Design 

This research is a quantitative, within-subjects design, with two independent 

variables; type of modality (text or voice interface) and high or low Need for 

Cognition (Cacioppo, Kay & Petty, 1984). There is one dependent variable; Customer 

Effort Score (Dixon, Freeman & Toman, 2010). This design will enable measurement 

of the effect of interface and type of tasks on perceived effort, as measured by the 

Customer Effort Score. Following a pilot study, a website was created, with a chatbot 

and voicebot. Minor alterations were made to the interfaces following the pilot study, 

to ensure that the information tasks can be performed and that participants have no 

issues with the system, device or questionnaires. The chatbot and voicebot provide the 

same answers to the same intents, meaning that the content is identical.  

 

3.2 Participants 

Participants (N=51) were sourced from the company in which the researcher works. 

Participants voluntarily took part and did not receive any compensation for doing so. 

Participants worked within a Distribution Channels department, with responsibility 

for customer sales and service functionality over websites, chatbots and phone lines.  

 

3.3 Materials and Measures 

The device used was a Toshiba laptop, running the Windows 10 operating system and 

the Google Chrome web browser. The device was connected to a corporate WIFI and 

could securely communicate over public internet using this network. Notifications 

were blocked on the device during the experiments. 

 Need for Cognition was measured using the Need for Cognition Short Form 

questionnaire (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984). This is an 18-item scale, with each item 

having a Likert-type scale ranging from one (extremely uncharacteristic) to five 

(extremely characteristic).  Customer Effort Score (Dixon, Freeman & Toman, 2010) 

was measured after each interaction using a single question on how easy the 

participant found the interaction, with the response in a Likert-type scale ranging from 

one (easiest) to five (hardest).  
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3.4 Procedure 

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room to avoid disturbance of participants. 

An information sheet (Appendix A) was given to participants at the outset. This 

information sheet outlined the purpose and background of the research. It gave 

participants reassurance that participation was voluntary and gave contact details for 

any further follow up queries.  

Participants then signed a Consent Form (Appendix B) to confirm that they 

understood the research and were willing to partake.  

The participant then completed the Need for Cognition survey (Appendix C), 

measured using the Need for Cognition Short Form (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984). 

This is an 18-item scale, with each item having a Likert-type scale ranging from one 

(extremely uncharacteristic) to five (extremely characteristic).  The researcher then 

showed the participant either the chatbot or voicebot interface and asked the 

participant to perform an information search task on the interface (Appendix D). The 

information search tasks were taken from Google searches in Ireland in 2018 (Google 

Trends, 2018). Subjects that may have been sensitive or offensive had been removed 

from the list. Immediately following completion of the information search task, the 

participant filled out a customer effort score question (Appendix E). Participants then 

interacted again with the voicebot or chatbot interface to perform another simple 

information task and again filled out the customer effort score. Note the order in 

which the interfaces, chatbot and voicebot, were presented was balanced to prevent 

practice effects confounding the result.  When participants had completed these steps 

they were given a Debrief Form (Appendix F). This form reassured them that there 

were no data privacy issues and gave contact details should the participant wish to 

follow up with the researcher.  

 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

Before research started, ethical approval was received from the Institute of Art, 

Design and Technology Department of Technology and Psychology Ethics 

Committee. This research is not related to vulnerable populations, and all participants 

were company employees over the age of eighteen. All participants engaged 

voluntarily with the study and were made aware that they could withdraw at any 

stage.  The technologies used in the research are relatively common, and the 

informational tasks included were screened to ensure any sensitive issues were 
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omitted. The research method involved participants using a web browser to interact 

with system interfaces and filling in online form questionnaires about their 

experience. This is not an unorthodox approach and does not raise ethical concerns.  

All participants were given an information sheet (Appendix A), so that they 

could make an informed decision and voluntarily decide if they wished to participate. 

Participants were given a consent form (Appendix B) ahead of the experiment, to 

ensure that informed consent was established before conducting the research.  

Participants were made aware that they could withdraw from the study at any 

time. Immediately following the experiment, all participants were given a Debrief 

form (Appendix F), with a full debrief on the experiment, plus contact details of both 

the researcher and supervisor, for any follow up queries or concerns. No personally 

identifiable data was collected.   
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4 Results 

 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics  

Participants were divided into high (N=21) or low (N=30) NFC, based on whether 

they scored above or below the mean NFC score. A two-way, repeated measures 

ANOVA was conducted on the data, to determine the effects of Need for Cognition 

and Type of Interface on Customer Effort Score for an information search task.  

 Analysis showed there were no outliers in the data, as assessed by review of 

the studentized residuals for values great than +/- 3 standard deviations. The 

dependent variable was not normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test 

of normality on the studentized residuals. The test remains valid, because ANOVAs 

are considered robust to deviations form normality (Laerd Statistics, 2015) and the 

samples are similar.  

 

The mean CES score for participants with High NFC on Chatbot usage was 2.33 with 

standard deviation of .913.  

The mean CES score for participants with High NFC for Voicebot usage was 2.43, 

with standard deviation of .870. 

The mean CES score for participants with Low NFC on Chatbot usage was 2.238, 

with standard deviation of .995.  

The mean CES score for participants with Low NFC for Voicebot usage was 2.095, 

with standard deviation of .995.  

This data is represented in Figure 1. Mean CES Scores. 
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Figure 1. Mean CES Scores.  

 

This figure shows that people with low NFC rated the voicebot slightly easier to use, 

and high NFC people found it slightly less easy to use. However, neither of these 

effects were found to be statistically significant. Descriptive statistics tables can be 

found in Appendix G.  

 

4.2 Inferential Statistics 

 

There was no statically significant two-way interaction between NFC and type of 

interface, F (1,20) = 1.506, p = 0.234. This shows there is no significant difference in 

the effect of NFC on chatbot or voicebot ease of use. Because there is no significant 

interaction effect, this allows the main effects to be examined.  

The main effect of NFC score was not statistically significant on CES score, F (1, 20) 

= 0.504, p = 0.486. This shows that high or low NFC did not have a significant effect 

on perceived effort at either chatbot or voicebot interaction. 

 

The main effect of Type of Interface was not statistically significant on CES score, F 

(1, 20) = 0.074, p = 0.789. This shows that chatbot or voicebot interaction did not 

have a significant effect on perceived effort. Inferential statistics tables can be found 

in Appendix H.   
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5. Discussion  

 

5.1 Research Questions 

Hypothesis 1, that people with high Need for Cognition would find it easier to use a 

Chatbot rather than a Voicebot, was not supported.   

Hypothesis 2, that people with low Need for Cognition will find it easier to use a 

Voicebot rather than a Chatbot, was not supported.  

 

The research question, “Will people find voice interfaces easier to use than traditional 

text interfaces, in particular regarding different cognitive styles such as Need for 

Cognition”, was answered in the negative. There was no statistically significant 

difference between people’s ease of use between the modality types, regardless of 

their preferred level of Need for Cognition. 

 

 

5.2 Interpretation 

 

5.2.1 Voice interface understanding  

The findings contradict the assumptions that voice interfaces are more natural and 

easier to use than traditional text-based interfaces. Interacting with systems requires 

an understanding of how they how work, or at least a heuristic of expected behaviour. 

Because voice systems are relatively new, some users may not have this 

understanding, and it can lead to frustration. Participant expectations or heuristics of 

how to interact with the system may cause a ‘habitability gap’ (Moore, 2017), a 

mismatch between user expectations and system capabilities. Habitability is similar to 

visibility in a GUI, it is a means of indicating to a user what the system can do, and 

this can be difficult to explain to a user over a voice interface. 

One example is that the system needs an indication that it should listen and try to 

identify an intent. For this, there needs to be a ‘wake word’ such as “Alexa”, or “OK 

Google”, or another interaction, such as clicking on a microphone, to start listening. 

However, these are changes to the Coordinated Management of Meaning regulative 

rules of communication, so they have to be learnt and may not come naturally.  
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Even when a user has a heuristic for voice interaction, there may not be such an 

understanding of how voice interaction systems work. For example, users may not 

realise that the system has to understand they are finished a query, indicated by 

silence or potentially intonation, before it can try to determine the user’s intent, taking 

in all relevant contextual input, and then go and find the appropriate response for that 

query or command. This can take a number of seconds, and can be complicated by 

multiple simultaneous requests, or ongoing conversation. Helping users to build the 

heuristic of how voice interfaces work could help them to interact with those systems 

more successfully. There can also be technical challenges in this aspect of the 

conversational turn taking, especially if there is ambient noise, or a very sensitive 

microphone. Silence detection works well on native apps, apps that work very closely 

with a device’s operating system and hardware, but not all users will download a 

native app, preferring digital interactions through a web browser. This could make 

voice interaction slower to spread, because it is harder to control the microphone 

integration from the browser, due to security and protocol settings.  

This unfamiliarity with how voice interfaces work may have produced 

cognitive load or other negative effect, and this could be a cause for the higher than 

expected CES score for voice.  

 

 

5.2.2 Chatbot Context  

The simple text request-response of a chatbot could be too simple for a high Need for 

Cognition person. More complex conversations over text could more satisfying, and 

this would require that there is a conversational context maintained. However, context 

requires data and connection to the internet. Batish (2018) states that conversational 

conversations are one of the toughest challenges in conversational interaction. This is 

even more challenging given new regulations on data privacy in Europe since mid-

2018 (European Commission, 2018). Voice Assistants embedded in daily life give rise 

to security and privacy concerns due to surveillance capitalism, whereby private 

companies seek to use data collected about individuals for profit (Zuboff, 2019). This 

data can include surveillance of voice interactions with smart assistants embedded 

throughout daily life. Whilst voice facilitates this through ease of use, it is a wider 

issue requiring stringent regulation rather than a voice-specific problem. 
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5.3 Limitations 

 

5.3.1 Controls 

The within-subjects design led to a removal of confounding through subject variables. 

Practice effects are a risk of within-subjects design, but these were controlled for 

through balancing the order in which participants undertook the voice- and chat-bot 

tasks. It is not expected that there would be differential transfer from one type of 

interaction to the other. Both types of interaction would give some learnings to a 

novice conversational interface user, but this would not differentially improve one 

type of interaction more than the other. 

 

The familiarity that participants had with chatbots was not controlled for. Given the 

participants worked in a Distribution Channels department, some may have been 

familiar with offering a chatbot service, albeit from the system side rather than the 

user side. This may have influenced how they understood the communication process, 

leading to less effort. Any such effect is likely to have occurred in both the voice- and 

chat-bot conditions.  

 

 

5.3.2 Participants  

The experiment was conducted on people working in a call centre environment. 

Whilst age and gender were not accounted for, the majority of participants were in 

their twenties. This is not a representative sample of the overall population, and so the 

research has limited generalisability to the wider population. 

 

People who are high in Need for Cognition can exhibit tendencies similar to those low 

in Need for Cognition, when under situational factors such as being under stress or 

being overloaded cognitively. In this situation, the person does not have the resources 

or time to fully attend to a message, and therefore they behave more like someone 

with low Need for Cognition. Given the participants performed the research during a 

short break in their working day, some may have been under stress, or could have just 

had an interaction that was on their mind. This kind of situational factor was not 

controlled for and may have contributed to people normally high in Need for 
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Cognition demonstrating behaviours and preferences they would not typically show. 

A short break, or a brief mindfulness exercise, between working time and 

commencing the experiment may have helped avoid any inconsistent behaviour like 

this.  

 

 

5.3.3 Sensitivity  

The metric chosen for the research, Customer Effort Score, is ideally for a quick and 

immediate assessment of a system interaction, but it does not give a lot of depth in 

analysis of that interaction. The standard scale of 1 to 5 was quite a blunt range of 

possible responses, so adding additional points to the scale may have shown more 

differences. Furthermore, adding a simple qualitative aspect could have helped to 

understand the subjective user experience, and may have shed more light on why 

users did not find the voicebot easier as had been anticipated. Kocaballi et al., (2018) 

propose using a mixture of research methods and questionnaires in order to more 

accurately measure user experience.  

 

Participants were categorised into high or low Need for Cognition. However, an 

ordinal analysis rather than a categorical one may have improved the sensitivity of the 

findings.  

 

 

5.4 Conclusion  

Whilst this research did not show a significant difference between low and high Need 

for Cognition on their preference for modality type, it contributes to the nascent 

research in the area of user experience of conversational interfaces. Given the 

investment and assumptions going into the technological side of conversational 

interfaces, it is necessary contribute to the user side of this growing area. In that 

context, suggestions for future research are made.  

 

 

5.5 Future Research 

 

5.5.1 Context of Voice Interaction 
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There can be many difference contexts and environments where people interact with 

technology, and some may be more suited to private communications. Cherubini et al. 

(2009) found that users preferred using voice for lengthy input and preferred text 

where privacy around being overheard was a concern. Specific contexts have been 

identified where people do not have use of their hands, such as driving or cooking, 

and voice interaction could be a more efficient option than text. Other contexts can be 

across languages, where voice interaction between people can utilise a real-time 

translation service.  

 

 

5.5.2 Integration of New Information 

An additional aspect of voice technologies beyond user effort and ease of use, is to 

measure how well new information is integrated that is presented across different 

modalities. Interactions over voice and text interfaces could be measured, to 

determine the level of recall and information assimilation across modalities. Given the 

rise in voice interfaces, this carries important commercial and ethical risks. If people 

are more susceptible to persuasion, especially low Need for Cognition people, through 

voice interaction systems, this gives the possibility to use more leading words, and 

different emphasis, to encourage or manipulate behaviour, e.g. increased sales or 

political persuasion.  

 

 

5.5.3 Voice integrated in Ubiquitous Computing 

Voice interfaces could be studied more in the context of ubiquitous computing. If we 

are surrounded by sensors and tracking devices, we could use physical gestures as 

speech initiators, and further gestures to give non-verbal context to voice interactions. 

For example, gaze interaction (Wechsung et al. 2015) could be tracked as a trigger for 

speech utterance initiation or completion, if a person looks at their voice interface, and 

use a speech initiation gesture such as a slight downward movement of the head, 

followed by an upward nod, it could indicate that they are engaging with it. This 

reflects a more standard pattern of human communication, where there is a non-verbal 

gesture that indicate speech commencement (Graf, Cosatto, Strom, & Huang, 2002).  

A further aspect of ubiquitous computing is the silent speech interface. This is 

where voice communication occurs through internal articulation of words, and bone 
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conduction of output via a headset, to communicate the system response, without 

impacting the user’s hearing (Kapur, Kapur & Maes, 2018). This would reduce 

privacy concerns and is worthy of further investigation. 
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7. Appendices 

 

Appendix A – Information Sheet  

 

 

Information Sheet 

 

Study Title: The effect of Need for Cognition on User effort with Voicebot and 

Chatbot interactions. 

 

Purpose of the Research 

This research examines whether people’s preferred ways of thinking, as measured by 

their Need for Cognition, influences them to find it easier to interact over a voice 

interface than a chatbot interface.  

 

Invitation 

You are being invited to take part in this study. This is a thesis project being 

undertaken by Tony Burns as part of a M.Sc. in Cyberpsychology at the Dun 

Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology (IADT). The research is not being 

funded, and there are no external partners, either academic or commercial 

organisations. 

 

Before you decide whether you wish to take part, it is important for you to understand 

why this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read this 

information carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. Please ask 

if there is anything that is unclear or if you would like more information. This study 

has been approved by the IADT Department of Technology and Psychology Ethics 

Committee.  

 

Do I have to take part? 
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You are free to decide whether you wish to take part or not.  If you do decide to take 

part, you will be asked to indicate your consent through completion of a short form. 

You are free to withdraw from this study at any time and without giving reasons. 

 

If I take part, what do I have to do?  

You will be asked to fill out a Need for Cognition questionnaire. This is an eighteen-

question scale, where you will be asked to answer on a Likert scale whether a 

statement is extremely uncharacteristic of you (one), extremely characteristic of you 

(five), or at one of the intermediate points on the scale.  

 

Following that, you will be asked to perform a simple information search over either a 

voice interface or a chatbot. Immediately after that search, you will be asked one 

question on how easy it was to find the relevant information. After that, you will be 

asked to perform one final information search, and again will be asked how easy it 

was to find the relevant information. 

 

This process will take approximately seven minutes, and there will be no further time 

needed for the research.  

 

What are the benefits and risks (if any) of taking part? 

The benefits of taking part in this research is that you will be contributing to 

knowledge. 

There is minimal risk to taking part in the research. If you have any issues with using 

a laptop, keyboard or a voice interface, please mention this now. 

 

How will information about me be used and who will have access to it? 

The data from this research will be collected on a secured drive. Participants will not 

be tracked for this research, so there is no personally identifiable information. The 

data will only be used for analysis of the effect of Need for Cognition on effort with 

different types of interface.  

 

To reiterate:   

• The data will be anonymous, containing no personally identifiable 

information.  
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• The data will be retained by the researcher for the period of analysis and then 

deleted. 

 

What if there is a problem? 

If you have a concern about any aspect of this research, you may wish to speak now 

with the researcher who will do their best to answer your questions. If you wish to 

follow up at a later stage please contact Tony Burns at N00106021@student.iadt.ie or 

his supervisor Dean McDonnell at Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie. 

 

Thank you 

  

mailto:N00106021@student.iadt.ie
mailto:N00106021@student.iadt.ie
mailto:Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie
mailto:Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie
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Appendix B – Consent Form 

 

 

CONSENT FORM 

 

 

Title of Project:  The effect of Need for Cognition on User effort with Voicebot 

and Chatbot interactions. 

 

 

Name of Researcher:  Tony Burns  

Name of Supervisor:  Dean McDonnell  

 

 

 

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet 

for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask 

questions. I understand that my participation is voluntary and 

that I am free to withdraw at any time. I am over the age of 18 

years and I agree to take part in this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please tick box   

 

Signature ___________________________________ 
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Appendix C – Need for Cognition Scale - Short Form 

 

18-Item Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984) 

 

1. I would prefer complex to simple problems.  

2. I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a 

lot of thinking.  

3. Thinking is not my idea of fun. (R)  

4. I would rather do something that requires little thought than 

something that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities. (R)  

5. I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is likely a chance I 

will have to think in depth about something. (R)  

6. I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours.  

7. I only think as hard as I have to. (R)  

8. I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones. (R)  

9. I like tasks that require little thought once I’ve learned them. (R)  

10. The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to 

me.  

11. I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to 

problems.  

12. Learning new ways to think doesn’t excite me very much. (R)  

13. I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.  

14. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.  

15. I would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one 

that is somewhat important but does not require much thought.  

16. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that 

required a lot of mental effort. (R)  

17. It’s enough for me that something gets the job done; I don’t care how 

or why it works. (R)  

18. I usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not 

affect me personally.  

Note. R = reverse coded 
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Appendix D – Chatbot Interface 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of Chatbot interface with sample information search. 
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Appendix E – Customer Effort Score  

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of Customer Effort Score question following Chatbot interaction 
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Appendix F – Debrief Form 

 

 

DEBRIEF  

 

Thank you very much for taking part in this research study. 

 

The study in which you just participated was designed to examine whether people’s 

preferred ways of thinking, measured by the Need for Cognition, influences them to 

find it easier to interact over a voice interface than a chatbot interface.  

 

If you have questions about this study, please contact me at the following e-mail 

address: N00106021@student.iadt.ie. Alternatively, you may contact my supervisor, 

Dean McDonnell at IADT, at Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie.  

 

We thank you sincerely for contributing and assure you that there is no data 

identifiable as yours in the study.  

 

If you have been affected by the content of this study in any way, the organisation 

below may be of assistance: 

• Samaritans: Telephone 116 123. Website www.samaritans.org 

 

Tony Burns 

 

 

  

mailto:N00106021@student.iadt.ie
mailto:N00106021@student.iadt.ie
mailto:Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie
mailto:Dean.McDonnell@iadt.ie
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Appendix G – Descriptive Statistics 

 

 

 Type of Interface 

Need For Cognition   Voicebot   Chatbot 

  High CES cell 1 CES cell 2 

  Low CES cell 3 CES cell 4 

 

Table1. Experiment Design. This table outlines the experimental groups used. 

 

 

 Mean Std. 

Deviation 

N 

Chat High NFC 2.33 .913 21 

Voice High NFC 2.43 .870 21 

Chat Low NFC 2.238 .9952 21 

Voice Low NFC 2.095 .9952 21 

 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 
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Table 3. Estimated Marginal Means 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NFC_High_Low * InterfaceType_Chat_Voice 

Measure:   MEASURE_1   

NFC_High_Lo

w 

InterfaceType_Chat_Vo

ice Mean 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

1 1 2.333 .199 1.918 2.749 

2 2.429 .190 2.032 2.825 

2 1 2.238 .217 1.785 2.691 

2 2.095 .217 1.642 2.548 

 

Table 4.  NFC and Interaction Type 
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Appendix H – Inferential Statistics 

 

 

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects 

Measure:   MEASURE_1   

Source 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

NFC_High_Low Sphericity 

Assumed 

.964 1 .964 .504 .486 .025 

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

.964 1.000 .964 .504 .486 .025 

Huynh-Feldt .964 1.000 .964 .504 .486 .025 

Lower-bound .964 1.000 .964 .504 .486 .025 

Error(NFC_High

_Low) 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

38.286 20 1.914 
   

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

38.286 20.00

0 

1.914 
   

Huynh-Feldt 38.286 20.00

0 

1.914 
   

Lower-bound 38.286 20.00

0 

1.914 
   

InterfaceType_C

hat_Voice 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

.012 1 .012 .074 .789 .004 

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

.012 1.000 .012 .074 .789 .004 

Huynh-Feldt .012 1.000 .012 .074 .789 .004 

Lower-bound .012 1.000 .012 .074 .789 .004 

Error(InterfaceTy

pe_Chat_Voice) 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

3.238 20 .162 
   

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

3.238 20.00

0 

.162 
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Huynh-Feldt 3.238 20.00

0 

.162 
   

Lower-bound 3.238 20.00

0 

.162 
   

NFC_High_Low 

* 

InterfaceType_C

hat_Voice 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

.298 1 .298 1.506 .234 .070 

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

.298 1.000 .298 1.506 .234 .070 

Huynh-Feldt .298 1.000 .298 1.506 .234 .070 

Lower-bound .298 1.000 .298 1.506 .234 .070 

Error(NFC_High

_Low*InterfaceT

ype_Chat_Voice) 

Sphericity 

Assumed 

3.952 20 .198 
   

Greenhouse-

Geisser 

3.952 20.00

0 

.198 
   

Huynh-Feldt 3.952 20.00

0 

.198 
   

Lower-bound 3.952 20.00

0 

.198 
   

Table 5. Tests of Within-Subject effects 

 

 

 

 


